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Abstract. This paper describe an intelligent robot that are focusing on indoor environment. that can 

map the environment using ros gmapping package. Using the recorded map, a navigation algorithm   is 

used to move to a given goal. The navigation algorithm is combination of Advance Monte Carlo for 

localization, A* path-planning for global planner and Dynamic Window Approach for local planner.    

Python google speech recognition package is use convert word to text and python google speec 

synthesis is use to convert text to sound. For recognition, Speed Up Robust Features (SURF) is used to 

recognize objects.   The robot is design as an autonomous robot that are complete with contribution of 

combining the MNRS which are mapping, navigation, object recognition and speech recognition. Our 

research also provide software system development that are implemented in our robot. This project also 

motivates the undergraduate students level in the field of computer programming and human-robot 

interaction. 

 

1.0 Introduction 

Our robot design use turtlebot Kobuki as the mobile robot platform. Turtlebot Kobuki 

is Turtlebot2 type robot consists of  Yujin Kobuki base, a 2,200mAh battery pack, a 

Kinect sensor, an Asus 1215N laptop with a dual core processor, fast charger, charging 

dock, and a hardware mounting kit attaching everything together and adding future 

sensors. Turtlebot2 was released on Oct 2012 [1]. 

 

2.0 Software 

2.1 Mapping 

gmapping is one of the algorithm under the SLAM method that are widely used in 

mapping an environment[2]. Mapping our environment using keyop command and 

moved the robot carefully so that the robot does not hit any object or wall. Run RViz to 

see what the robot see in its camera. After that, save the map so that the turtlebot can 

move autonomously in navigation stack. 

 
 

Figure 2.1 shows the mapping after edit 
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2.2 Navigation 

AMCL (Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization) is one of other algorithm under SLAM 

method in mapping and navigation. AMCL is the expectation of exact location for the 

robot to move in 2 dimension[3]. A*is route planning for the robot to avoid hitting with 

the obstacles from the starting point to the end point[4]. DWA (Dynamic Window 

Approach) a path planning based on robot dynamic motion[5]. The turtlebot navigation 

is used for robot navigation with map building using gmapping and amcl while running 

the navigation stack in ROS. With a complete map we can predefine location point for 

the robot to move when instructed.  

 

In RViz, when starting up with navigation stack, localize the turtlebot using 2D Pose 

Estimate to provide the robot its approximate location on the map. Then, it can move 

autonomously using 2D Nav Goal. 

 

Fig. 2.2. shows the navigation of turtlebot 

 

2.3 Object Recognition 

SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Features) is an upgraded version of algorithm keypoint 

detection and description called SIFT. The complexity of SURF can be determined 

efficiently with the hand of integral images and Box Filter[6].  
 Open the gazebo with our custom map as the environment and implemented the 

objects position through RViz. We arranged the item as follows to facilitate recognition: 

sensor cloudpoint and rbg-> camera on RViz was added to defining object in front of 

camera. We use find- object app to scan people and object then axes was put on people 

and object based on the number of scanning and axes on turtlebot camera. Finally, 

turtlebot can detect people around the map when it move around. 

 
 

Figure 2.3. show the image in front turtlebot Kaboki’s camera 

 



2.4 Speech Recognition 

Speech recognition or Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is a process to provide an 

interaction between a human and a machine. Speech recognition file had been installed 

from attached file inside google drive link named speech recog.py 

 The sound is recorded and saved into speech. By using this speech, ambient 

noise had been adjusted to get a better sound before we put them into audio. Next, the 

audio was sent to Google Speech recognition. We started to run the speech by using 

python3 speechrecog.py. At this point, the detected audio will print out as a sentences 

as shown in Figure 2.4. 

 

  
Input Output 

 

Figure 2.4 shows the input and output from audio to sentences 

 

The next stage are converting text to voice. The python3 had been installed from the 

attached file named text2voice from the same google drive link. From the same file we 

opened the programmed file and imported google_speech into speech. The language 

used are in English, “en” and the speed adjusted to “1.2”. The voice then can be heard 

clearly. Lastly, we saved the speech to MP3 file named output.mp3. 

 

 

 

Input Output 

 

Figure 2.4.2 shows the input and output from text to voice 

 

3.0 Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented on how we are integrate MNRS software and simulation to 

be used for RoboCup@Home Education 2021 competition. 
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